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Determination of the transfer function of an
atmospheric pressure drift tube ion mobility
spectrometer for nanoparticle measurements†
David T. Buckley and Christopher J. Hogan, Jr.

*

Drift tube-ion mobility spectrometers (DT-IMSs) are used to separate and characterize the structures of
gas phase ions. Recent work in coupling an atmospheric pressure DT-IMS to a condensation particle
counter (CPC) has extended the application of drift tube ion mobility spectrometry to nanoparticle analysis, with measurements possible for singly charged particles up to 20 nm in diameter. In examining
systems with such large analytes, often of interest is not only separation, but also determination of the
nanoparticle size or mobility distribution function, deﬁned as the nanoparticle concentration per unit
mobility/size. Distribution function determination requires a priori knowledge of the DT-IMS transfer
function, i.e. the DT-IMS combined transmission and detection eﬃciency as a function of both mobility
and drift/arrival time. The transfer function completely describes analyte transport through an instrument;
unfortunately, it has not been experimentally determined in previous work for a DT-IMS. Here, we
develop and apply a new method to infer the transfer function of a DT-IMS-CPC system, wherein the
system is used to measure particles which are ﬁrst transmitted through a well-characterized diﬀerential
mobility analyzer (DMA). The DMA acts as a mobility ﬁlter, and only transmits particles within a narrow,
well-deﬁned mobility range. From a series of measurements at ﬁxed drift/arrival time (up to 12 seconds)
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but variable DMA transmission window, DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions are inverted via a Twomey–
Markowski algorithm. Transfer function inversion reveals that the DT-IMS-CPC system has a resolving
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power in excess of 10 and upwards of 20. Such resolving powers are in good agreement with model predictions, and are higher than commercially available DMAs in the nanoparticle size range.
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1.

Introduction

Ion mobility spectrometers (IMSs) temporally or spatially separate charged particles/ions from one another based upon
mobility,1–4 which is the proportionality constant between an
ion’s velocity and the external electric field strength.5 IMSs are
used in a wide variety of gas phase measurements, including
but not limited to the detection of explosives,6–11 breath
analysis,12–14 and the characterization of the sizes and structures of inorganic clusters15,16 as well as multiprotein
complexes.17–19 IMSs also find application in determination of
the size distribution functions of nanoparticles formed via
nucleation in ambient air,20–22 combustion systems,23–26 and
plasmas,27,28 as well as of nanoparticles aerosolized from colloidal suspensions.29,30 In explosive, breath, cluster ion, and
protein analysis, it is common to couple IMS with orthogonal
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separation techniques, and the objective is typically to identify
a specific analyte, or separate structurally distinct analytes.31
Therefore, in IMS design, considerable eﬀort is devoted to
optimization of an instrument’s resolving power,1 i.e. optimization of its ability to identify distinct analytes which have
mobilities near one another. In large part, drift tube ion mobility spectrometers (DT-IMSs) have been utilized in such applications; in DT-IMSs ionized analytes traverse a tube with a
near-constant axial electric field, and their arrival time at the
end of the tube is inversely proportional to their mobility.
Theoretically, the resolving power of an idealized DT-IMS
instrument is relatively insensitive to the analyte structure,
and is moreso dependent upon the DT-IMS dimensions and
operating parameters. DT-IMSs have been constructed with
resolving powers in excess of 100 (i.e. analytes whose mobilities are 1/100th diﬀerent from one another are distinguishable)
and they remain the highest resolving power linear IMS instruments in widespread use today.32–36
However, in using IMSs to determine nanoparticle size distribution functions, high resolving power is more limited in its
utility. Nanoparticle size distribution functions are typically
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continuous and broad (even for “monodisperse” particles),29
hence analyte separation in mobility is less of a concern.
Instead, essential for quantitative nanoparticle size distribution function measurements is knowledge of the IMS transfer/transmission function,37 i.e. the proportionality constant
between measured signal and analyte concentration, as a function of mobility. While the shape of this function is certainly
related to the resolving power, it also quantifies the instrument’s mobility-dependent and instrument setting-dependent
transmission. The transfer function of IMS devices is not only
a function of instrument settings, but also is often mobilitydependent, aﬀected strongly by diﬀusive motion of analytes
during transport through the instrument,38 including at the
inlet and outlet. Unfortunately, in utilizing DT-IMSs, instrument transfer functions have been incompletely studied; ideal
DT-IMS systems have been described theoretically,1,39,40 but
limits of detection and dynamic range are typically established
through calibration with specific analytes.41 To our knowledge,
procedures have not been developed to determine the transfer/
transmission function of a DT-IMS. For this reason, and
additionally because conventional DT-IMS arrival times are
typically too fast compared to the response times of nanoparticle detectors,42 DT-IMSs are not the common IMSs of
choice for nanoparticle size distribution measurement.
Instead, diﬀerential mobility analyzers (DMAs),37,43,44 which
are spatial mobility filters in which only charged particles in a
narrow mobility range traverse from inlet to outlet, are
employed in size distribution measurements. Both complete
theoretical models and experimental procedures have been
developed to determine DMA transfer functions.38,45–47
However, there remain issues with the use of DMAs in size distribution measurement, including (1) the need to continuously
sweep the instrument operating voltage to transmit particles of
variable mobility, which complicates the transfer function,47–49
(2) the need for a stable nanoparticle size distribution (i.e.
rapidly evolving aerosols cannot be examined with a single
DMA),50 and (3) reduced transmission for higher mobility
(higher diﬀusion coeﬃcient), smaller sized particles.38,51
The aforementioned issues are, in principle, not present in
DT-IMS systems, hence their application to nanoparticle size
distribution function determination would have advantages
over DMAs in many circumstances. Recently, our group has
shown that a fluid flow-gated DT-IMS can be interfaced with a
single nanoparticle sensitive condensation particle counter
(CPC),52 extending DT-IMS to singly charged nanoparticle analysis in the 2–20 nm size range.53–56 Though proof-of-concept
measurements and tandem mobility measurements have been
carried out with this instrument, size distribution function
analysis still requires knowledge of the DT-IMS-CPC transfer
function, and methods need to be developed to determine this
function.
Stated more directly, the size distribution function is calcudn
lated in IMS from the mobility distribution function,
(the
dK
analyte number concentration per unit mobility, as a function
of mobility). In a DT-IMS-CPC measurement, the CPC detects
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number of particles per second (NS) at a specific arrival time, t.
The DT-IMS-CPC transfer function, QI (which is a function of
arrival time t, and mobility K, and incorporates the influences
of the detector response time on measurements), links NS (the
dn
(the parameter of interest) via a
measured parameter) and
dK
53
Fredholm integral equation:
ð1
dn
QI ηC dK
NS ¼
ð1Þ
0 dK
where ηC is the mobility dependent activation eﬃciency of the
CPC. Here, we develop and apply new methods to determine
QI, the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function for singly charged nanoparticles in the sub 20 nm diameter range. We then compare
this transfer function to that of conventional diﬀerential mobility analyzers in this mobility range.

2. Experimental & numerical
methods
2.1.

Experimental setup and measurements

The system used to determine the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a nanoparticle aerosol
generation system, a diﬀerential mobility analyzer (DMA), the
atmospheric pressure, aspirating drift tube ion mobility
spectrometer (DT-IMS) in question,53 and two condensation
particle counters (CPCs). Polydisperse, charged aerosol particles in the 2–20 nm diameter range were generated via
charge reduction electrospray (TSI Inc. model 3480 electrospray aerosol generator57,58) of 3 mM sodium iodide dissolved
in methanol. The solution was sprayed through a silica capillary (Polymicrotechnologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) with a 40 µm
inner diameter and a 360 µm outer diameter. In charge
reduction electrospray, as applied here, the charge distribution
of the particles is brought to near steady-state59,60 using a Po210 bipolar ion source (10 mCi), which is incorporated into
the electrospray chamber. At this steady-state distribution, the
fraction of particles with a net charge is largely a function of
particle size (and not chemical composition). Most particles
are neutral in the size range examined, and those that are
charged have a net charge state of ±1 unit charge. At these low
charge levels and in atmospheric pressure low speed (subsonic) flow, particle charge loss and dissociation before, during,
and after measurements are negligible; though these phenomena have been observed for multiply charged nanoparticles61
and those passing through high pressure drop interfaces.62 All
generated particles were passed into the DMA. DMA operating
principles have been described previously.43 In this study, DMAs
were used to isolate particles with inverse mobilities falling
within a prescribed range (1 × 105–1.5 × 106 V s m2). Via the
Stokes–Millikan equation,63,64 this translates to singly charged
particles in the (gas molecule diameter corrected) 4.1–16.8 nm
range, and via the Mason Schamp equation,5 to singly charged
particles with collision cross sections in the 21–310 nm2
range. These equations are nearly equivalent to one another in
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the DMA-DT-IMS-CPC system. DMA: diﬀerential mobility analyzer; CPC: condensation particle counter; DT-IMS: drift tube ion
mobility spectrometer. The concentration of mono-mobile particles is measured by CPC 2, and an arrival time distribution is measured by the
DT-IMS-CPC 1 system. The sample volume of particles/ions is generated by cycling ﬂow into the DT-IMS through the central coaxial tube at the
DT-IMS entrance and out of the DT-IMS via the outer coaxial tube, labeled “To Vacuum”. Application of an electric potential to the DT-IMS electrodes generates an electric ﬁeld, which drives the ions within the sample volume across the counterﬂow.

the size range of interest at atmospheric pressure;64 and we
report both collision cross sections and mobility diameters
simply for completeness. Two DMAs were employed interchangeably in experiments; a TSI Inc. (Shoreview, MN, USA)
3085 nano-DMA65 operated with aerosol flowrate of 640
cm3 min−1 and a recirculating sheath flowrate of 11 l min−1
and a half-mini DMA44 (Nanoengineering, Boca Raton, FL, USA)
operated with an aerosol flowrate of ∼5 l min−1 and a sheath
flowrate in excess of 100 l min−1. The latter DMA was calibrated using monomobile tetra-alkylammonium+ ions, whose
mobilities have been well-studied and reported.66 However,
DT-IMS transfer function results reported are only based upon
nano-DMA measurements, as the data analysis approach we
applied requires a priori knowledge of the DMA transfer function. The half-mini DMA transfer function has not been examined previously in the size range of interest. Half-mini DMA
experiments hence served simply served to check the nanoDMA results.
Particles exiting the DMA were first sent into a CPC (TSI
model 3786, which applies water as the working fluid and has
a dp,50, i.e., 50% counting eﬃciency, for particles with diameters
of 2.5 nm)67 directly for detection, yielding a number concentration of mobility classified particles, nD jK * . 60 seconds of
signal averaging were employed to obtain nD jK * , and the standard deviation of the concentration was typically within 3% of
the nD value. Subsequently, flow was diverted and DMA classified particles were sent into the test DT-IMS, coupled with a
CPC for detection. The dimensions as well as the flow control
scheme of the DT-IMS employed are described in Oberreit et al.53
Here, the DT-IMS-CPC was operated with an inlet flowrate
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of 640 cm3 min−1, a CPC sampling flowrate of 600 cm3 min−1,
a vacuum controlled exhaust flowrate of 920 cm3 min−1,
and an inlet counter-flow supply of 880 cm3 min−1. This
led to a counter-flowrate of 280 cm3 min−1. Controls were
applied to the CPC sampling flowrate, the vacuum exhaust
flowrate, and the inlet counter-flowrate supply. This flow
control scheme results in an aspirating inlet, wherein particles
can be sampled from a stagnant supply. The aspirated, particle-laden flow is constantly cycled into the DT-IMS through
the central coaxial tube (seen in Fig. 1) and out of the DT-IMS
via the outer coaxial tube (labeled “To Vacuum” in Fig. 1). This
forms a sample volume of ions. Upon application of a potential to the DT-IMS electrodes, ions within this sample volume
are driven down the DT-IMS toward the detector. A filtered
(HEPA) vent at either the entrance or exit of the DMA allowed
for maintenance of atmospheric pressure operation of the
system while varying the flowrate of aerosol generation.
For DT-IMS-CPC measurements 6 kV was applied across the
entire DT-IMS, leading to a near constant axial electric field
strength of 2.6 × 104 V m−1. For measurements at each DMA
setting (which determines the mobility range for the particles
entering the DT-IMS) 10–20 DT-IMS-CPC arrival time distributions were collected in the 1–20 second measurement time
range. Such measurements yield arrival time distributions, i.e.
the particle counts per second, Ns, as a function of measurement time, t. Arrival time distribution measurements were performed for 180 diﬀerent DMA voltage settings in this study.
Reported and analyzed arrival time distributions are the
average of all individual arrival time distributions collected for
a particular DMA setting.
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Inversion of the drift tube transfer function

Using the aforementioned measurements, QI, the DT-IMS-CPC
transfer function, was determined as follows. Similar to eqn
(1), the CPC-determined number concentration of DMA
dn
selected particles, nD jK * , is related to
, the mobility distridK
bution function of the charge-reduced, electrosprayed particles
through a Fredholm integral of the first kind:
nD jK * ¼

ð1
0

dn
θD jK * ηC dK
dK

ð2aÞ

where K* is the mobility of particles which are maximally
transmitted by the DMA (often referred to as the set or classification mobility68), and θD jK * is the DMA transfer function (the
fraction of particles transmitted as a function of K for a DMA
set to transmit particles about the mobility K*). K* is calculable for the (cylindrical) DMA used here from the applied
sheath flow (Qsh), applied voltage to the DMA (V), and DMA
dimensions (inner and outer radii R1 and R2, respectively, and
 
R2
*
length L) via the equation: K ¼ Qsh ln
=ð2πLV Þ. We calcuR1
late θD jK * using the equation provided by Stolzenburg &
McMurry,38 which is noted in the ESI.† Because polydisperse
dn
particles were generated via charge reduction electrospray,
dK

dn 
is approximately a constant value,
, over the narrow mobidK K *

dn 
can
lity range where θD jK * adopts non-negligible values.
dK K *
hence be calculated as:

dn 
nD jK *
¼ Ð1
ð2bÞ
dK K *
θ
0 D jK * ηC dK

functions (with equations analogous to eqn (1)) which are
both continuous and smooth, from finite measurement sets.
The complete Twomey–Markowski algorithm is outlined in
Fig. 2. We first combine eqn (2b) and (3) to yield the parameter
yjK * from measurements:
yjK * ¼

NS jK *
 ¼
dn 
dK K *

ð1
0

θD jK * QI ηC dK

ð4aÞ

However, in making this transformation with measured
values, we note that NS jK * is sampled digitally, i.e. it is determined at specific times, t* (with a logarithmically scaling
sampling rate of order 0.01 ms at minimum in this study).
Eqn (4a) is hence discretized as:
yjt* ;K * ¼

NS jt* ;K *
 ¼
dn 
dK K *

ð1
0

θD jK * QI jt* ηC dK

ð4bÞ

where yjt* ;K * is calculated from measurements with a specific
DMA setting (K*) at a specific measurement time (t*), and QI jt*
is the transfer function at a specific time and is a function of
mobility only. QI jt* is more easily invertible with the Twomey–
Markowski algorithm, i.e., by grouping measurements not by

Following DMA classification, the DT-IMS-CPC is used to
measure the arrival time distribution, NS jK * (i.e. the particle
counts per second). Per eqn (1), NS jK * is approximately linked

dn 
via the equation:
to
dK  *
K


dn 
ð3Þ
 θD jK * QI ηC dK
0 dK K *

dn 
In eqn (3), the product of θD jK * and
is treated as the
dK  *
NS jK * ¼

ð1

K

mobility distribution function of particles entering the
DT-IMS; this approximation is commonly invoked in the usage
of DMAs as mobility filters.37 All quantities in eqn (3) are
known or calculable with the exception QI; thus, QI can be
inverted from a series of measurements made at various
arrival times t and for DMA selected mobilities K*. QI is
expected to be a continuous, smooth function of both
measurement time and mobility. Unfortunately, QI determination is ill-posed; there are more unknowns than knowns (the
number of measurements is finite). We therefore opt to
employ the Twomey–Markowski algorithm,69 as this algorithm
has been used extensively in the inversion of size distribution
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Fig. 2 A schematic depicting the Twomey–Markowski algorithm as
applied in this study. Numbers denote the speciﬁc equations applied in
each step. This ﬂow chart was adapted from Markowski’s original
work.69
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K* but instead by t*, QI jt* can be approximated using a set of m
measurements (m = 15–20) where yjt* ;K * takes on non-zero
values (except at maximum and minimum values of K*).
QI jt* is analogous to θD jK * ; both are functions of mobility
for specific instrument settings. In the case of the DMA, the
voltage is fixed, while in the case of the DT-IMS, the analogous
variable is measurement time. We determined QI jt* for 42
specific t* values in the range t* = 2.5–12 seconds. The
Twomey–Markowski algorithm consists of several steps: (1)
generation of an initial solution, (2) iterative changes to the
solution and a test of the solution accuracy, and (3) test of
solution roughness. For (1), the initial trial solution (i = 0) is
generated by assuming the solution is broad in mobility relative to the product of θD jK * and ηC:

yjt* ;K *
Q0I t* ¼ Ð 1
θ
0 D jK * ηC dK

ð5Þ

Eqn (5) can only be used to generate values at specific DMA
set K* values. Cubic spline interpolation is used to evaluate

Q0I t* at mobilities intermediate to K* values, leading to Q0I t*
described at n > m specific mobility values. After interpolation,
the trial solution is incorporated into the main portion of the
algorithm (steps (2) and (3)), i.e. the “smooth-Twomey” loop,
where it is modified based upon both its accuracy to the original measurement and its roughness. The first step in the
smooth-Twomey loop is calculation of a “simulated” measurement value:

yisim t* ;K * ¼

ð1
0


θD jK * ηC QiI t* dK

ð6Þ

where the superscript “i” notes the trial number and the subscript “sim” denotes
a simulated value. Deviation of the simu
lated value, yisim t* ;K * , from the actual measurement, yjt* ;K * , is
evaluated through a modified chi-squared test:

ðχ 2 Þi ¼

X

h

i2


yjt* ;K *  yisim t* ;K * =yjt* ;max E
m

K*

ð7Þ

If (χ2)i > 1, the trial solution does not satisfy the error criterion, E (in this study 0.03 < E < 0.06 was applied). In this
case, modifications to the trial solution are computed first by
calculating weighting factors which compare the simulated
and actual results for each measurement channel:
Xjt* ;K * ¼

yjt* ;K *

yisim t* ;K *

I t

I t

I t

j¼2

When the roughness is found to increase as compared to
the value obtained for the i − 1 solution, the smooth-Twomey
loop is exited, the i − 1 smoothed trial solution is used as the
final solution of the Twomey–Markowski algorithm.

3. Results and discussion
ð9Þ

Use of this correction factor matrix (m × n in dimensions)
allows for changes due to trial solution inaccuracy in a specific
measurement channel to be distributed maximally at the
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where multiplication of arrays is performed on an element-byelement basis. Therefore, a trial solution value specific to a
mobility K is multiplied several times by factors pertaining
both to the accuracy of all measurement channels and their
importance in the vicinity of that specific mobility K. After eqn
(10) is applied, eqn (6) and (7) are employed again to calculate
a new trial instrument response and to test the accuracy of the
new trial solution. This cycle of modification (eqn (10)) and
testing (eqn (6) and (7)) is repeated until (χ2)i < 1; at which
point, the trial solution is examined via Markowski’s smoothing routine:




Qi  ðK Þ Qi  ðK Þ Qi  ðK Þ
 * ðKj Þ ¼ I t* j1 þ I t* j þ I t* jþ1
Qiþ1
ð11Þ
I
t
4
2
4

where QiI t* ðKj Þ denotes the value of the trial solution for the
transfer function at mobility value Kj, and j indexed over all
interpolated values (i.e. j spans a larger number than m).
Because only two values are available for eqn (11) at endpoints,
weighting factors of 3/4 and 1/4 were used for the endpoint
and its adjacent j − 1 or j + 1 value, respectively. Markowski’s
smoothing routine is applied repeatedly until either (χ2)i > 1
(eqn (7)), or a pre-set number of iterations (20, in this analysis)
is reached.
The purpose of Markowski’s smoothing routine is to mitigate the roughing eﬀect of eqn (10). The transfer function is
expected to be relatively smooth, and discussed by Markowski,
for smooth, continuous functions, Twomey’s algorithm often
gives rise to solutions which have unphysically high levels of
roughness.69 After smoothing via eqn (11), the trial solution is
re-entered into the eqn (6)–(10) cycle. For each trial solution
where (χ2)i < 1, the roughness (Ri, the average absolute value of
the trial solution second derivative) is calculated using the
equation:
"
#
n1  
X



i
i
i
i


R ¼
Q * ðKjþ1 Þ þ Q * ðKj1 Þ  2Q * ðKj Þ =ðn  2Þ ð12Þ

ð8Þ

Next, a correction factor matrix is calculated element-byelement as:
Cjt* ;K * ¼ ½1 þ ðXjt* ;K *  1ÞθD jK * ηC 

mobility pertaining to the measurement channel itself. The i + 1
trial solution then is calculated using the correction factors:


 * ¼ Cj * *  Qi  *
Qiþ1
ð10Þ
t ;K
I
I t
t

3.1.

Arrival time distributions

DT-IMS-CPC raw data are in the form of arrival time distributions (i.e. NS, the number of particles counted in a specified
time bin divided by bin width in time). The arrival time distributions for DMA selected particles (varying K*) are plotted in
Fig. 3a. Displayed results are the average of at least 10 individual measurements per K*. Because particles exiting the DMA
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Fig. 3 Selected measured arrival time distributions (a), expressed as NS with units of number per second, for various DMA settings (K*). Also shown
(b) are the same measured arrival time distributions normalized by their respective maxima.

are relatively monodisperse,37 the arrival time distributions are
narrow in time. To better compare the widths of each arrival
time distribution to one another, maximum value-normalized
arrival time distributions are plotted in Fig. 3b, wherein it is
apparent that the arrival time distribution widths increase
with decreasing K* (i.e. for larger particles). Though arrival
time distributions of DMA selected particles provide a qualitative description of instrument performance, the DT-IMS-CPC
transfer function must still be rigorously inferred to quantitatively describe the system. For the inversion process, the distriNS jt* ;K *
 are plotted for selected arrival times
butions of yjt* ;K * ¼
dn 
dK K *
(t*) in Fig. 4. Distributions are plotted as functions of inverse
mobility (1/K*), as inverse mobility is proportional to particle
collision cross section5 and hence increases with increasing
particle size. Prior to performing transfer function inversion, it
is important to demonstrate that yjt* ;K * distributions capture
features of the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function. Were the
DT-IMS-CPC system of significantly higher resolving power
than the DMA, eqn (4a) and (4b) show that normalized yjt* ;K *
distributions would be nearly identical in shape to the DMA
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Fig. 4 The parameter yjt* ;K * plotted as a function of 1/K* for various t*
values (noted above the curves). These values, whose calculation and
relevance are described in eqn (4a) and (4b), combine the values
measured after the DMA in Fig. 1 and are the inputs to the Twomey–
Markowski algorithm.
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transfer function, and in this instance the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function could not be inverted from measurements (regardless of the inversion algorithm employed). Discussion of this
point is expanded upon in the ESI; in Fig. S1† we plot the
nano-DMA transfer function in comparison to yjt* ;K * . This plot
shows that yjt* ;K * distributions are indeed broader than nanoDMA transfer functions and we therefore can employ the
Twomey–Markowski inversion routine to infer DT-IMS-CPC
transfer functions.
3.2.

DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions

As described in the Experimental & numerical methods
section, we applied a Twomey–Markowski algorithm to determine the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function, QI jt* . We were able to
obtained converged QI jt* functions (based on the error criterion employed) for the 42 t* values examined. To our knowledge this is the first eﬀort wherein a Fredholm integral
equation inversion technique has been employed to evaluate
the transfer function of a mobility-based measurement system
and is the first attempt to determine the transfer function for
a DT-IMS. For comparison, in experimentally determining
DMA transfer functions, Stratmann et al.45 and Birmili et al.70
utilized a non-linear least squares approach to determine
coeﬃcients built into a predefined functional form. Li et al.71
extended this approach to define the DMA transfer function in
a linear piece-wise manner. Here, the DT-IMS-CPC transfer
function has no assumed functional form a priori. Jiang
et al.46 used strictly monomobile particles to determine DMA
transfer functions; this approach as well cannot be applied
here due to lack of monomobile standards in the mobility
range of interest.
Fig. 5 displays selected inverted transfer functions. They are
plotted as functions of inverse mobility for diﬀerent measurement times, and they quantify the transmission characteristics
of the DT-IMS-CPC system at these diﬀerent/times. The trans-

Fig. 5

fer functions are smooth and all appear to be skewed towards
higher mobilities/smaller inverse mobilities. This skew can be
explained by the higher diﬀusion coeﬃcients of smaller particles. Smaller particles diﬀusively deviate from their mobilitydependent trajectories and are thus more likely to be detected
at wider range of t* values. This skewness is also present in
the transfer functions of other mobility classification devices,
including DMAs,38 but for DMAs it is much less pronounced
than is observed here. This increased skewness in transfer
functions, as a result of diﬀusion in the DT-IMS-CPC, is most
likely due to the increased residence time in the instrument
(1–10 s for DT-IMS-CPC compared to ∼0.05 s in a DMA).
The inverted transfer functions also vary in both peak value
and width. Increases in transfer function absolute width with
t* are expected for DT-IMS systems, which typically have drift
time independent resolving powers. However, additional relative transfer function broadening at smaller t* is brought
about by the response time distribution function of the CPC in
the examined system. Uniquely narrow transfer functions were
obtained in the t* = 8–9 second range (with t* = 8.4 seconds
shown in Fig. 5); further investigation ( primarily using
numerical models of the flow and electric fields in the
DT-IMS) will be needed to understand what leads to such
narrow transfer functions in this time range. Generally, we
find that as the transfer function width narrows, the peak
value increases, leading to overall similar transmission (total
transfer function area).
The peak in inverse mobility of each transfer function is
plotted as a function of t* in Fig. 6a along with a linear fit
(black line). The observed linearity agrees with theory as well
as with previous measurements.1,53 Fig. 6b displays
DT-IMS-CPC (green circles) and TSI nano-DMA resolution as a
function of both inverse mobility and measurement time.38,65
For the nano-DMA, only the inverse mobility axis is applicable,
while for the DT-IMS-CPC, measurement time and inverse
mobility are linked via the relationship noted in Fig. 6a. In

Selected inverted DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions, QI jt* . t* is noted for each displayed transfer function.
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Fig. 6 (a.) The inverse mobility corresponding to the centroid of the DT-IMS-CPC transfer as a function of t*. (b.) Resolution, deﬁned as the ratio of
the centroid inverse mobility to the FWHM of the transfer function, as a function of t* for the DT-IMS-CPC (green circles) and for the TSI nano-DMA
(black line) as a function of inverse mobility (upper horizontal access). The nano-DMA resolution was calculated assuming that the particles were
singly charged, and the upper and lower horizontal axes are aligned in accordance with the relationship deﬁned in (a.). (c.) A comparison of the
experimentally inferred resolution (red diamonds) to predictions from Oberreit et al. (2014);53 green squares-results of numerical simulations; blue
triangles-analytical modeling. (QCFL/AV) × 1/K is a dimensionless parameter deﬁned in the main text.

both instances, resolution is defined as the ratio of the peak
inverse mobility in the transfer function to the transfer function’s full width at half maximum. The nano-DMA resolution
was calculated assuming singly charged particles, an aerosolto-sheath flowrate ratio of 0.1, and again using the equations
of Stolzenburg and McMurry.38 Apparent in the figure,
DT-IMS-CPC resolution increases with measurement time/
inverse mobility over the studied range. As commented on in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

the preceding paragraph, the lower resolutions at smaller
measurement times are attributable to the influence of the
CPC response time distribution function (which is distributed
about a mode value of 0.85 s)53 and may also be attributable to
diﬀusional broadening of the analyte sample packet for higher
mobility (smaller size) particles. For the nano-DMA, the resolution decreases slightly at lower inverse mobility; this is due to
more pronounced diﬀusional broadening of small particles as
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they traverse the DMA. Though a secondary issue in determining instrument transfer functions and using for size distribution function inversion, overall, the results displayed in
Fig. 6b demonstrate that the DT-IMS-CPC system is in general,
a higher resolving power instrument than are conventional
DMAs (i.e. DMAs which operate with aerosol-to-sheath flowrate
ratios of 0.1 or more).
In Fig. 6c, we plot the transfer function resolution as a
function of the dimensionless ratio (QCFL/AV) × 1/K, where
QCF is the counter-flowrate (280 cm3 min−1), L is the drift
tube length (22.8 cm), A is the DT-IMS cross sectional-area
(12.57 cm2), V is the applied voltage (6 kV) and 1/K is the
inverse mobility. Also plotted are the predicted resolutions
from Oberreit et al.53 based upon both trajectory simulations
of particles and a simplified analytical model of the
DT-IMS-CPC system. Both the simulations and model calculations apply to the conditions used in this study. We find
strong agreement between the previously calculated and
transfer function inferred resolutions. Interestingly, Oberreit
et al.53 experimentally estimated lower resolutions of the
DT-IMS-CPC system. However, these estimates neglected the
influence of the DMA transfer function on DMA-DT-IMS-CPC
measurements, i.e. their resolution estimations were based
upon the widths of arrival time distributions (which are
broadened by both the DMA and DT-IMS). The agreement
observed here between measured and calculated resolution
suggests both that the DT-IMS-CPC system performs as
expected based upon its design and also gives credence to the
application of the Twomey–Markowski method for transfer
function inference.
3.3.

Transfer function parameterization

Use of eqn (1) for size distribution function inversion requires
knowledge of the DT-IMS-CPC transfer function continuously
in both t* and K. However, the analysis presented thus far has
only provided a finite, discrete description of the transfer function in t*. We hence opted to fit and parameterize the experimentally-determined transfer functions with skewed Gaussian
curves, enabling their continuous description in t* and K. A
skewed Gaussian distribution can be described simply as a
Gaussian distribution multiplied by its cumulative distribution
function. The equation for a skewed Gaussian distribution is
provided in the ESI;† it is defined by its location (m), scale (s),
amplitude (A), and skew (α). The transfer functions for mobility based measurement instruments have not been described
by skewed Gaussian distributions previously (others have used
lognormal distributions38); however, we find this function
most appropriate to capture features of such transfer functions. To determine the best-fit parameters for each experimentally-determined transfer function (QI), we first determined the relationship between skew and t*. All experimentally-determined transfer functions were normalized in
magnitude as well as location (i.e., they were centered around
1.0 with peak around 1.0). The resulting data were fitted parametrically by applying MATLAB’s non-linear fitting procedure
to eqn (S5) of ESI,† giving values of m, s, A, and α for normal-
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ized transfer functions. The skew parameter inferred in this
manner is not influenced by the normalization, though the
other parameters are. As shown in Fig. S2 of the ESI,† α and t*
are not well correlated (except at large measurement times);
henceforth the mean value of α of −2.14 (with negative values
indicative of a skew towards smaller inverse mobilities) was
applied to all fit functions.
Following determination of α, the original (non-normalized)
transfer function data were fitted to eqn (S5)† with α held constant. This procedure resulted in data relating the remaining
three parameters (m, s, and A) to t*. These results are provided
in Table 1, and are plotted in the ESI (Fig. S2a–f†). Use of
these curves enables the continuous description of the
DT-IMS-CPC transfer function for mobility and size-distribution function inversion. Fig. 7 compares selected, inverted
QI to their functional forms calculated with skewed Gaussian
fits, showing that skewed Gaussians capture well the features
of DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions.
3.4.

Theoretical comparison and the eﬀects of non-idealities

Though the resolving powers inferred from measurements
agree well with theoretical estimates,53 non-idealities in flow
and electric fields can have an influence on system behavior,
which are diﬃcult to incorporate into theoretical descriptions.39,40 Here we attempt to better understand how non-idealities influence system performance and also to decouple the
eﬀects of the CPC from the DT-IMS on the overall transfer
function. To do so, first, we present a derivation for eqn (1),
representing the relationship between the measured arrival
time distribution, NS, and the original mobility distribution
dn
. Previous derivations of this relationship have
function,
dK
been performed, but they resulted in a Fredholm integral
equation with time as the integrating variable,53 and hence do
dn
, Vs, and ηT respectively as
not apply to eqn (1). We define
dK
the number-concentration-based mobility distribution function of the original aerosol ( prior to DT-IMS entrance), the
sample volume, and the transmission eﬃciency of particles

Table 1 A summary of the Gaussian parameter values which deﬁne the
ﬁtted DT-IMS-CPC transfer function. Parameter values are shown for a
range of t* values, including the location, m, scale, s, amplitude, A, and
the parameter most related to skew, α. The equation of a skewed
Gaussian function is provided in the ESI

t* [s]
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

m [V s m−2]
5

2.53 × 10
3.52 × 105
4.51 × 105
5.49 × 105
6.48 × 105
7.47 × 105
8.46 × 105
9.44 × 105
1.04 × 105
1.14 × 105
1.24 × 106

s [V s m−2]
4

1.72 × 10
2.02 × 104
2.33 × 104
2.65 × 104
2.98 × 104
3.01 × 104
3.32 × 104
3.74 × 104
4.34 × 104
6.01 × 104
9.11 × 104

A [cm3 s−1]

α (const)

1.29
1.74
2.18
2.63
3.08
3.53
3.97
3.10
1.95
1.29
0.918

−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
−2.14
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Selected inverted DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions (red circles), in comparison to skewed Gaussian ﬁts (black lines).

through the inlet of the DT-IMS and into the sample volume,
respectively. The sample volume represents the volume occupied by particles which are able to transit across the drift
region upon application of the electric potential. The total
number of particles inside the sample volume of mobility K to
dn
K + dK is thus ηT Vs
dK. The transmission of particles with
dK
mobility K across the drift region to the detector is distributed
in drift time td (the time required to transit the drift tube, but
not including the transit time with the CPC) by θI. θI was
derived previously53 (and is noted in the ESI†) through modification of the original derivation by Revercomb and Mason1 by
accounting for the counter flow velocity of the drift gas as well
as the non-zero width of the sample volume. The number of
particles from the sample volume with mobility K to K + dK
which traverse the drift tube in time td to td + dtd is then:
dNðtd ; KÞ ¼ ηT Vs

dn
θI dKdtd
dK

ð13Þ

Upon traversing the drift tube, particles enter the CPC,
which has a time-distributed response function (also previously described53 and provided in the ESI†), defined as ΦC.
ΦC depends upon tC, defined as tC = t* − td with dtC = dt*.
Then, the number of particles with previously described range
of mobility which are detected per unit time, dN/dt*, is:
dNðt* ; td ; KÞ
dn
η η η θI ΦC dKdtd
¼ Vs
dt*
dK T C A

ð14Þ

where ηC is the counting eﬃciency of the CPC and ηA is the
transmission eﬃciency of the DT-IMS-CPC system. Accounting
for the contribution of particles of all drift times less than that
of the measurement time yields:
"

dNðt ; KÞ
dn
η η η
¼ Vs
dt*
dK T C A
*

ð t*

#
θI ΦC dtd dK

0
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ð15Þ

The total number of particles detected per unit time at
measurement time t* is determined by integrating over all
mobilities:
dNðt* Þ
NS ¼
¼
dt*

ð1 "
0

dn
η η η
Vs
dK T C A

ð t*

#
θI ΦC dtd dK

ð16Þ

0

Eqn (16) is of the same form as eqn (1), and through comparison to eqn (1), the definition of QI jt* is clear:
QI jt* ﬃ Vs ηT ηC ηA

ð t*

θI ΦC dtd

ð17Þ

0

All of the terms on the right hand side of eqn (17) can be
described theoretically or have been estimated previously.53,72
However, calculations based upon them will fail to agree with
parameterized transfer functions, particularly in width and
amplitude. This disagreement is somewhat expected, because
the functions input into eqn (17) are based on idealized
models of the DT-IMS-CPC system, and hence neglect multidimensional eﬀects (i.e. models to-date have assumed the geometry is perfectly axisymmetric), the specific shape of the
sample volume, mobility dependencies to the sample volume,
and wall influences on both the flow and electric field profiles
in the drift tube. A functional representation of these
additional eﬀects would permit CPC interchangeability; for
any CPC response time distribution QI could be calculated if
all other terms in eqn (17) were well-described. We hence
modify eqn (17) to introduce a correction function fc(t*,K):
QI jt* ¼

ð t*

fc θI ΦC dtd

ð18Þ

0

This formulation defines the transfer function in such a
way that all variables except fc(t,K) are known a priori. It is then
possible to determine a representation of fc j1=K through the
same inversion methods described previously in this work; to
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do so for a specific inverse mobility, we express QI j1=K as a
function of t* (the converse of QI jt* ) using the parameterized
skewed Gaussian distributions. The Twomey–Markowski
algorithm was employed again using QI j1=K as the input
‘measurement’, and we calculated the product θIΦC using the
functions provided in the ESI.† The conditions described the
inversion of the drift tube transfer function section were
used for convergence of the algorithm as in original QI jt*
determination.
Selected correction functions are plotted in Fig. 8 for
various inverse mobilities, 1/K. They are slightly asymmetric
and vary in magnitude for varying mobilities, again indicating
there are compounding time and mobility-dependent factors
influence transmission through the DT-IMS-CPC system.
Nonetheless, should a diﬀerent response time CPC be used
with the tested DT-IMS, QI jt* functions can be calculated using
fc j1=K , θI, and the new ΦC distribution function in eqn (18).
3.5.

Comparison to diﬀerential mobility analysis

A final comparison is between the DTIMS and commercial
DMA transfer functions in the tested inverse mobility range.
Fig. 9 displays coincidental DT-IMS-CPC and calculated nanoDMA transfer functions (i.e. those with resolutions plotted in
Fig. 6b) in terms of both inverse mobility and singly charged
mobility equivalent diameter (via the Stokes–Millikan
equation). For this plot, the DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions
(which are dimensional) have been normalized to have the
same integral area as the DMA transfer functions. The higher
resolution of the DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions in comparison to nano-DMA is apparent in Fig. 9, as is the skewness of
the DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions.

Fig. 8 The transfer function correction factor plotted as a function of
t* for various mobility values.
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Fig. 9 Normalized DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions (black) and nanoDMA transfer functions (red). DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions were normalized to have the same integral area as the DMA transfer functions
and same peak in inverse mobility.

4.

Conclusions

The transfer function for an atmospheric pressure, fluidmechanically gated drift tube ion mobility spectrometer
(DT-IMS) coupled to a condensation particle counter (CPC) has
been determined for the first time from experimental measurements combined with the Twomey–Markowski inversion algorithm. Based on the inferred transfer functions, we make the
following concluding remarks:
1. The Twomey–Markowski algorithm can be applied to
infer the transfer functions of mobility measurement systems
instances where a mobility filter (such as a DMA, overtone
mobility spectrometer,73 or transverse modulation ion mobility
spectrometer74) is used to pre-select analytes to be measured
by the IMS instrument under examination. Transfer function
determination is critical for instruments applied to measure
continuous mobility distribution functions, as in the case for
nanoparticles or extremely heterogeneous ion populations,
wherein an IMS is used without other separations schemes
and all ion peaks are not discernable from one another.75 The
method applied here may also find potential application in
better describing the transfer functions of scanning DMAs47
and multichannel detector instruments.76,77
2. A DT-IMS-CPC combination can be formed which has a
narrower transfer function (higher resolving power) than a conventional DMA and can be applied to nanoparticles.
Improvements to both the DT-IMS (i.e. higher operating
voltage) and CPC (narrower response time distribution) would
lead to an even higher resolution instrument; future
DT-IMS-CPC systems may have resolving powers approaching
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those commonly applied to small ions with electrical detectors. The transfer function is sensitive to DT-IMS-CPC operating conditions, and the transfer function would need to be
redetermined (using the same approach) if the DT-IMS was
operated with diﬀerent flowrates or applied voltage than those
used in this study.
3. DT-IMS-CPC transfer functions display a skew towards
smaller inverse mobilities and have mobility dependent peak
values. While improved modeling eﬀorts may aid in understanding why such mobility dependencies arise, we argue that
the measurement and data inversion approach applied here is
essential in fully describing an instrument’s performance via
its transfer function.
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